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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
The ability to generate and manipulate local nuclear spin polarization in semiconduc-
tor quantum systems is paramount to realize nuclear spintronic devices [1, 2]. For
a semiconductor with s-wave conduction band like GaAs, one can exploit a rather
strong hyperﬁne interaction to generate and manipulate an ensemble of nuclear spins
electrically [3]- [11]. With electrostatic gating, we can engineer a situation in which
electrons are forced to ﬂow into a few tens of nanometer-wide slit. This way, one has
an opportunity to polarize nuclear spins locally within the constriction. Furthermore
we will demonstrate here that the same gating used to deﬁne the constriction can
also be used to manipulate the polarized nuclear spins through electric quadrupole
interaction. It presents an alternative way of manipulating the nuclear spin with spin
greater than 1/2 other than with radio frequency (RF) coils routinely employed.
The ﬁrst demonstration of nuclear spin manipulation by gate electric ﬁeld, conve-
niently called nuclear electric resonance (NER), was carried out at a spin transition of
fractional ﬁlling factor 2/3 in the quantum Hall regime (see Figure 1.1 )[12] . The RF
electric ﬁeld applied to a gate excites spatial oscillations of the domain walls which oc-
curs at around the phase transition point between the spin-polarized and -unpolarized
states of the quantum Hall system at Landau level ﬁlling factor ν = 2/3 and thus
temporal oscillations of the hyperﬁne ﬁeld to nuclear spins. The work was further
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extended to a gate-deﬁned quantum wire with similar ﬁlling setting to the ﬁrst one,
invoking the domain wall oscillation inside the wire (see Figure 1.2 ) [13].
Further study revealed that NER signals were present even in the absence of domain
walls, to which they ascribed their ﬁndings due to electric quadrupole interaction
between nuclear spin 3/2 and ac electric ﬁeld from the gate. From practical point of
view, the second type NER is more desirable to pursue as it alleviates a need for a high-
mobility GaAs device because the second type can be done in the integer quantum Hall
breakdown (see Figure 1.3)[14]. For this sole purpose, the present study is devoted
to realize the second type NER in a conﬁned geometry in the integer quantum Hall
breakdown. The conﬁnement is realized by a gate-deﬁned short quantum wire or
quantum point contact to bring and introduce the sense of locality to NER.
Figure 1.1: The ﬁrst experiment of NER by Kumada et al. applying RF voltage
at back gate at hall bar. NER is found at ﬁlling factor 2/3. Figure (a) schematics
diagram of experiment for NMR (using coil to induce rf magnetic ﬁeld) and NER
(using rf electric ﬁeld applied at the back-gate). Figure(b) ﬁlling factor 2/3 indicated
bold line. Figure (c) ∆Rxx shows resonance occur.
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Figure 1.2: The localized ﬁrst type NER experiment by Miyamoto et al. found the
NER at ﬁlling factor 2/3. Figure (a) shows quantum-Hall-ferromagnet domain wall.
Electron spin ﬂip along domain wall cause nuclear spin ﬂop. Figure (b) is the picture
QPC gates. Figure (c) shows self consistent calculation for ﬁlling factor distribution
around QPC. Figure (c) shows NER signals for diﬀerent rf power.
Figure 1.3: The second type NER experiment by Tomimatsu et al. found at various
ﬁlling factor. Figure (a) shows schematic diagram for measurement. Figure (b) and
(c) comparison between NER and NMR for diﬀerent ﬁlling factor.
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1.2 Purpose of Study
The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate the second type local NER in the integer
quantum Hall breakdown in a conﬁned quantum point contact. For the sake of clarity,
we compare the observed NER signal with NMR signal induced by rf coils and draw a
conclusion. To further complete our investigation, we study how the NER and NMR
signal are aﬀected by shifting the channel position in lateral direction.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
The outline of this thesis as follows. Chapter 1 discusses the background and moti-
vation of our research, the purpose of study and the outline of this thesis. Chapter 2
will give brief overviews of theoretical background. The results of our experiments are
in chapter 3 NMR in QPC and NER in QPC in chapter 4. The important results are
summarized in chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Theoretical background
To broaden the target audience beyond just those who specialize in quantum Hall
eﬀects and related phenomena we review some basics concept. This chapter we begin
with a review of the classical Hall eﬀect, and quantum Hall eﬀect, quantum point
contact and Resistively detected NMR and previous study on Resistively detected
NER.
2.1 The Classical Hall Efect
Classical Hall eﬀect was discovered in 1879 by Edwin Hall. Edwin Herbert Hall discov-
ered when a magnetic ﬁeld applied normal to the direction of current ﬂow will result
in a voltage VH between two points with their connecting line normal to the magnetic
ﬁeld and normal to the current ﬂow. This phenomenon is called Hall eﬀect. It is a
simple implication of the movement of charged particles in a magnetic ﬁeld. If we
set constant current in x direction and magnetic ﬁeld, B pointing in the z-direction.
Meanwhile, the electrons are restricted to move only in the (x, y)- plane. The result
of set up is Hall voltage VHall in the y-direction.
Let us ﬁnd formula for Hall resistance by starting the basic classical motion of
electron of mass m and charge −e under electric ﬁeld E and magnetic ﬁeld B [26].
There is friction feel by electron. We have the equation of motion of the electron
5
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m
dv
dt
= −eE− ev ×B− mv
τ
(2.1)
The last term is friction with coeﬃcient of the friction is τ called as scattering time. It
can be understood as as the average time between collisions. In the equilibrium state,
dv/dt = 0, then we have
v +
eτ
m
v ×B = −eτ
m
E (2.2)
The current density J is related to the density charge carriers n and velocity by
J = −env.
 1 eBm τ
− eBm τ 1
J = e2nτ
m
E (2.3)
We know from Ohm's law relation between current density J, the conductivity
σ and electric ﬁeld is given by J = σE. It describes how ﬂowing of the current in
response to an electric ﬁeld. We can ﬁnd the conductivity tensor as
σ =
 σxx σxy
−σyx σyy
 = ne2τ/m
1 +
(
eB
m τ
)2
 1 − eBm τ
eB
m τ 1
 (2.4)
and the resistivity can be deﬁned as the inverse of conductivity,
ρ = σ−1 =
 ρxx ρxy
−ρyx ρyy
 = 1
ne2τ/m
 1 eBm τ
− eBm τ 1
 (2.5)
We have resistivity
ρxx =
m
ne2τ
(2.6)
ρxy =
B
ne
(2.7)
We have that ρxy linear as a function of the magnetic ﬁeld while ρxy does not
depend on the magnetic ﬁeld. If we have a sample of material of length L in x-direction
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and width W in the y-direction then we have Exy = Vxy/W , current Jxy = Ixy/W .
We have the
Rxx =
Vxx
I
=
Vxx/L
I/W
=
ExxW
JxxL
= ρxx
W
L
=
mW
ne2τL
(2.8)
Rxy =
Vxy
I
=
Vxy/W
I/W
=
Exy
Jxy
= ρxy =
B
ne
(2.9)
Figure 2.1: The 2D Hall bar geometry. Resistance versus magnetic ﬁeld in classical
Hall eﬀect occur in very low magnetic ﬁeld
2.2 Quantum Hall eﬀect
In quantum mechanics, If electrons move in a two-dimensional plane under on a strong
magnetic ﬁeld, we will have phenomena are known collectively as the quantum Hall
eﬀect [26]. We describe the homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld B = Bzˆ with the vector po-
tential A = −Byxˆ Solution of Schrodinger's equation for single electron with eﬀective
mass m in conﬁnement potential V (z)
H =
(p+|e|A)2
2m
+ V (z) (2.10)
This Hamiltonian can be separated into two parts
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Hz = − ~
2
2m
∂2
∂z2
+ V (z) (2.11)
Hxy =
(px − |e|By)2 + p2y
2m
(2.12)
Hz depends only on the z-coordinate, but not on magnetic ﬁeld, and Hxy is in-
dependent of the conﬁnement potential, but contains the magnetic ﬁeld. We use the
wave function relation
ψ(x, y) = eikxxη(y) (2.13)
It turn out to be equation of a one-dimensional quantum mechanical harmonic
oscillator
[
p2y
2m
+
1
2
mω2c (y − y0)2
]
ηkx(y) = Eηkx(y) (2.14)
where y0 = ~kx|e|B as center coordinate and ωc = |e|B/m is as cyclotron frequency.
The eigen value we know from well known oscillator harmonic given by
En = ωc~
(
n+
1
2
)
(2.15)
The quantized energy En is called Landau levels where n is an integer value.
Landau levels energy become separated with increasing magnetic ﬁeld. Density of
state of two dimensional electron gas in the presence of magnetic ﬁeld is a degenerate
set of δ-functions corresponding to the Landau levels when a magnetic ﬁeld is applied.
As the magnetic ﬁeld increases, the degeneracy of Landau levels increases, eﬀectively
reducing the number of Landau levels populated, until all the electrons in the 2DEG
are located in a single Landau level.
This energy does not depend on kx. All states in same energy En is called Landau
level. Energy of Landau level depend linearly to magnetic ﬁeld. The number nL which
is permitted kx states per unit area is nL = |e|B/h. The ﬁlling factor ν is deﬁned as
number of electron/unit area divide by number of states/unit area.
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Figure 2.2: Bulk ﬁlling factor two consists of one spin-up and one spin-down channel.
The Hall resistance is quantized while the longitudinal resistance is vanished.
ν =
ns
|e|B/h =
nsh
|e|B (2.16)
The ﬁlling factor can be considered as number of Landau levels ﬁlled with electrons.
The Hall resistance
RH =
B
nse
=
B
νe2B/h
=
h
νe2
(2.17)
If we take into account the eﬀect of interaction of the electron spin with the mag-
netic ﬁeld. We have eigen value energy
En = ωc~
(
n+
1
2
)
+msgsµB (2.18)
Here, ms depend on spin is the spin quantum number, gs is the eﬀective Lande
g-factor.
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2.3 Quantum Point Contact
Quantum point contacts are small quasi-one dimensional channels. A negative voltage
applied to a pair of metallic split gates on the sample surface allows control a number
of modes passing through the point contact [17].
Figure 2.3: Bare potential formed by two split-gates bias (Vsg = −2.5 V). 2DEG
located 130nm below the surface.
Quantum phenomena become visible if the electrons of a conductor are conﬁned
within a typical length of 10 nm.
The total current through any kind of potential can be calculate using the formula
Itot = gs
|e|
h
∑
n
∫
Tn(E) [fR(E)− fL(E)] dE (2.19)
where Tn(E) transmission probability and the subscripts L and R refer to the left
and the right reservoirs. Here we included the spin degeneracy factor gs, which takes
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the value gs = 2 in the case of GaAs. The distribution functions are given by the
Fermi-Dirac distributions
fi(E) =
1
exp
(
E−µi
kBT
) (2.20)
Where E is energy, µ is chemical potential, kB is Boltzman constant and T is
temperature. The conductance can be found from formula
G = gs
e2
h
∑
n
∫
dETn(E)
(
−∂fL(E)
∂E
)
(2.21)
At zero temperatures, the Fermi-Dirac distribution become step function and the
derivative of the Fermi-Dirac distribution become delta Dirac function. We can get
conductance zero temperature
G = gs
e2
h
∑
n
Tn(EF ) (2.22)
Adiabatic approximation is described as the transition from the macroscopic elec-
tron reservoirs into the wire is very smooth. The saddle point model of the quantum
point contact assumes the potential to be of the form
H =
p2
2m
− 1
2
mω2xx
2 +
1
2
mω2yy
2 + V (z) (2.23)
where p is momentum particle, m is mass, ωx and ωy is constant, and V (z) is
potential depend on z-direction. We can get easily that the transmission of mode n
through the parabolic potential barrier in the x-direction is then given by
Tn =
1
1 + e−2pin
(2.24)
with the energy parameter
n =
E − ~ωy(n+ 1/2)− Ez
~ωx
(2.25)
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In the presence of magnetic ﬁeld B perpendicular to z axis. Vector potential is
A = −By/2xˆ+Bx/2yˆ, the Hamiltonian is given by
H =
(p+ eA)2
2m
− 1
2
mω2xx
2 +
1
2
mω2yy
2 + V (z) (2.26)
Using a Bogoliubov transformation to separate the Hamiltonian of the equation
2.26 into a sum of two commuting Hamiltonian [18]. Then we will get the transmission
in the same form as previously with energy parameter at strong ﬁeld is given by
n ≈ E − ωc/2− ~ωy(n+ 1/2)− Ez~ωxωy (2.27)
2.4 Resistively Detected NMR
2.4.1 Zeeman interaction on nuclear spin
The Hamiltonian describing Zeeman interaction can be written as
H = −µ ·B (2.28)
where B is external magnetic ﬁeld and µ is the total nuclear magnetic moment
which is given by µ = γN~I. Quantum mechanical deﬁnition of gyromagnetic ratio
γ for a spin particle is the ratio of the magnetic moment to the angular momentum
associated with its spin. For a nuclear spin it can be written as
γN = gN
e
2mp
= gN
µN
~
(2.29)
where e is the electron charge, mp is the proton mass, N = e/2mp is the nuclear
magneton, and gN is the dimensionless nuclear g-factor. By solving the Schrodinger
equation for the Hamiltonian gives the Zeeman energy for a nuclear spin
EN = −γN~Bmz (2.30)
where mz is the magnetic quantum number, representing the spin-projection along
the direction of the applied magnetic ﬁeld B. mz has quantized values mz = −J,−J +
1, ..., J − 1, J . It mean nuclear Zeeman energy is quantized value. The energy sepa-
ration between each state is ∆EN = γN~B. Larmor resonance frequency of nuclear
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spin is given by ωL = γN~B/~. Classically, it can be though as precision frequency of
a nuclear magnetic moment applied by a magnetic ﬁeld.
Figure 2.4: Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) around QPC. At bulk ﬁlling factor
2 at the edge two channel spin-up and spin-down. Filling factor less than 1 at QPC
spin-down completely reﬂected and spin-up partially ﬂip to forward spin-down channel.
Nuclear polarization occur when spin-up ﬂip to be spin-down (a)-(c). Spin-up partially
reﬂected (c)-(d). Transmission probability for spin-down is zero.
2.4.2 Hiperﬁne Interaction
Electron spin and nuclear spin are interacted through hyperﬁne interactions. The
hyperﬁne interaction can be visualized as a cloud of electrons in the magnetic dipole
ﬁeld of the nucleus [19]. The hyperﬁne Hamiltonian is given by
HHF = AHF I · S (2.31)
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where AHF is the hyperﬁne coupling constant, S is the electron spin, and I is
nuclear spin. The hiperﬁne Hamiltonian can be written in terms of ladder operators
I+ = Ix + iIy , I− = Ix − iIy, S+ = Sx + iSy and S− = Sx − iSy
HHF =
1
2
AHF (I+S− + I−S+) +AHF IzSz (2.32)
where the ﬁrst term describes the ﬂip-ﬂop interaction between electron and nu-
clear spins. It make dynamic nuclear polarization DNP possible in QPC. The second
term describes nuclear-spin polarization aﬀects electron spin as an eﬀective magnetic
ﬁeld. It make detection of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or nuclear electric res-
onance(NER) possible. Spin ﬂip-ﬂop process dynamically polarizes the nuclear spins
through hyperﬁne interactions. If we included the external magnetic ﬁeld B to the
Hamiltonian then we have,
HHF = gµBB · S+AHF I · S (2.33)
Figure 2.5: Potential barrier of spin-up and spin-down in the absence nuclear polar-
ization (a) and presence nuclear polarization (b) [32].
with g is the eﬀective electronic g factor, and µB is the Bohr magneton. By
Averaging over all nuclear spins we can get leads to the electronic energy spin splitting
∆E = gµBB +
8
3
pig0µBgNµN |ψ(0)|2〈Iz〉 (2.34)
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where g0 is the free-electron g-factor, gN (in the case GaAs gN < 0) and µN are
the nuclear g factor and magneton, respectively, |ψ(0)|2 is the probability of ﬁnding
the electron at the nuclear site, and 〈Iz〉 is the mean nuclear spin polarization.
In the presence of nuclear polarization we can have decreasing Zeeman splitting as
shown equation 2.34.
Figure 2.6: Resistance at QPC increase at presence nuclear polarization. After 700 s,
resistance saturated (a). By applying RF magnetic ﬁeld or RF electric ﬁeld (sweeping
around Larmor frequency) the nuclear spin depolarized and resonance can be observed
(b) (see [32])
At bulk ﬁlling factor 2 there are 2 electron spin channels in the edge. At ﬁlling
factor less than 1, partially spin-up transmit to forward spin-up channel, and partially
spin-up ﬂip to forward spin-down channel (see ﬁgure 2.4). In non-equilibrium spin-up
and spin-down distribution around QPC induced by current, there occur electron spin
ﬂip. As consequence conservation of spin angular momentum, nuclear spin should ﬂop.
In the presence of nuclear polarization the Zeeman splitting around QPC decrease (see
ﬁgure 2.5. We know for ﬁlling factor less than 1 the spin-down completely reﬂected
so the transmission probability of spin-down is zero. The potential barrier of spin-
up increase cause the transmission probability decrease as the result resistance will
increase. The increasing resistance will occur until it become saturated (see ﬁgure
2.6). When we apply RF magnetic ﬁeld or RF electric ﬁeld by sweeping around Larmor
frequency cause the nuclear spin depolarized then we can observe the resonance occur.
RDNMR is used in many experiment for investigating the dynamic nuclear spin
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polarization and Skyrmion in quantum Hall in system in the quantum Hall eﬀect
(QHE) regime [[3]-[11]].
2.5 Electric Quadrupolar Interaction
Electric quadrupole interaction is occurred to non-spherical nuclei. This deformed
nuclei is placed in the inhomogeneous electric ﬁeld. The electric ﬁeld is generated
by an asymmetric charge distribution of the surrounding electrons. Nuclei with spin
higher than half I > 1/2 which has quadrupole interaction.
The following derivation can be found in papers ([27]-[31]). The electric interaction
energy U of nuclear charge density ρ with an external electric potential V(xi) can be
written
U = V (0)
∫
ρdv +
3∑
i=1
∂V
∂xi
∫
ρxidv +
1
2
3∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
∂2V
∂xi∂xj
∫
ρxixjdv + ..... (2.35)
The ﬁrst term is Coloumb energy term, the second term is dipole energy term, and
third term is quadrupole energy. where Vi = ∂V∂xi is Cartesian electric ﬁeld components
and Vij = ∂
2V
∂xi∂xj
is Cartesian electric ﬁeld gradient components. Electric ﬁeld gradient
is symmetric second-rank tensor
∇Eα,β =

Vxx Vxy Vxz
Vyx Vyy Vyz
Vzx Vzy Vzz
 (2.36)
where diagonal in the principal axis system
Vx′x′ ≥ Vy′y′ ≥ Vz′z′ (2.37)
according to Laplace equation
Vx′x′ + Vy′y′ + Vz′z′ = 0 (2.38)
where Vz′z′ = eq as absolute size and deviation from cylindrical symmetry η ≡
Vy′y′−Vx′x′
Vz′z′
. The value q does not have physical meaning in SI units.
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Let us deﬁne quadrupole moment tensor
Qij =
∫
(3xixj − δijr2)dv (2.39)
We can write the quadrupole term in simple form
EQ =
1
6
∑
i,j
VijQij (2.40)
where operator quadrupole moment Qˆ can be expressed in spin coordinates Wigner-
Eckart-Theorem
Qˆij =
[
3(IˆiIˆj + Iˆj Iˆi)
2
− δij Iˆ2
]
eQ
I(2I − 1) (2.41)
where I is scalar value of nuclear spin, while where Iˆ is operator of nuclear spin.
In diﬀerent form using spin coordinates we can have Hamiltonian of quadrupolar
interaction
HˆQ =
e2qQ
4I(2I − 1)
[
(3Iˆ ′2z − Iˆ2) + η(Iˆ ′2y − Iˆ ′2x )
]
(2.42)
let us deﬁne the nuclear of ladder nuclear spin Iˆ± = Iˆx ± Iˆy. Under a static
magnetic ﬁeld applied in the z direction, we can write the quadrupolar interaction
Hamiltonian :
HQ =
m=2∑
m=−2
VmQ−m (2.43)
where
Qˆ0 =
eQ
2Iˆ(2Iˆ − 1)
[
3Iˆ2z − Iˆ(Iˆ + 1)
]
(2.44)
Qˆ±1 =
√
6eQ
4Iˆ(2Iˆ − 1)
[
IˆzI± + Iˆ±Iˆz
]
(2.45)
Qˆ±2 =
√
6eQ
4
Iˆ2± (2.46)
The component of electric ﬁeld gradient operator ca be written as
Vˆ 0 = −1
2
Vˆzz (2.47)
Vˆ ±1 = ∓
√
6
6
(Vˆxz ± iVˆyz) (2.48)
Vˆ ±2 =
√
6
12
(Vˆxx − Vˆyy ± 2iVˆxy) (2.49)
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If we apply external electric ﬁeld Ek, the E-ﬁeld gradient tensor Vij can be ex-
panded as a Taylor expansion about E = 0
Vij = (Vij)E=0 + Cij,kEk + ..., (2.50)
where Cij,k = (δVij/δEk)E=0 annd i,j and k are a permutation of the three crys-
taline axes [100] as x, [010] as y, and [001] as z. The only nonzero components of
Cij,k at i 6= j 6= k in the case of cubic /tetrahedral symmtery in GaAs and (Vij)E=0.
Therefor we have
Cij,k =
xx
yy
zz
xy
xz
yz

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

β (2.51)
and β is constant depend nuclide.
Vˆ 0 = 0 (2.52)
Vˆ ±1 = −
√
6
6
iβ(Ex ∓ iEy) (2.53)
Vˆ ±2 = ±
√
6
6
iβEz (2.54)
The transition rule between states for quadrupolar interaction
〈m|HQ|m〉 = A
[
3m2 − I(I + 1)]V 0 (2.55)
〈m|HQ|m± 1〉 = ∓1
2
A(2m± 1)
√
6(I ±m+ 1)(I ∓m)V ±1 (2.56)
〈m|HQ|m± 2〉 = 1
2
A
√
6(I ∓m)(I ∓m− 1)(I ±m+ 1)(I ±m+ 2)V ±2(2.57)
(2.58)
We can have the explicit Hamiltonian matrix as given
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HQ = 3
√
2A

0 V −1 V +2 0
−V +1 0 0 V −2
V −2 0 0 −V −1
0 V +2 V +1 0
 (2.59)
ﬁnally we can have relation between transition probability and external electric
ﬁeld
Wm,m±1 =
1
4~2
〈m|HQ|m± 1〉2 g1(f) ∝ |V ±1|2 = β
2
6
(E2x + E
2
y) (2.60)
Wm,m±2 =
1
4~2
〈m|HQ|m± 2〉2 g1(f) ∝ |V ±2|2 = β
2
6
E2z (2.61)
(2.62)
where Ex and Ey in-plane component of electric ﬁeld. Ez is out-plane componen
of electric ﬁeld.
Figure 2.7: Splitting of nucleus 3/2 in the presence Zeeman interaction and quadrupo-
lar interaction. Possible transition for NMR is ∆m = ±1 while for NER is ∆m = ±1
without central transition and ∆m = ±2. Transition ∆m = ±1 and ∆m = ±2
correspond to fundamental frequency and twice fundamental frequency
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Chapter 3
Apparatus and Measurement
Techniques
This chapter discusses about the sample structures, current leakage measurement,
magneto resistance measurement and in the last NMR and NER measurement method.
3.1 Sample Structure
The wafer structure of the sample consist of a 20 nm GaAs quantum well (QW), which
is located 130 nm below the sample surface (see Figure 3.1). Using constant current
measurement, I=5 nA. The low temperature electron mobility is 30 m2/V s at an
electron density of 3.861015 m−2. The QPC is deﬁned by triple Schottky gates which
is patterned on top of the Hall bar by Ti/Au evaporation. The bulk 2DEG density n
can be tuned by applying back-gate voltage (Vbg) to Si-doped GaAs substrate.
Density of electrons in the quantum well can be controlled through the back gate.
The substrate of the wafer, made of GaAs, is strongly doped with Si so that it is
conducting. The substrate of the wafer is conducting. The back gate structure acts
as a capacitor. Q = CV bg, where charge of electron accumulation Q depend on back
gate voltage. From this relation we understand that electron density proportional to
back gate voltage. Filling factor ν in the bulk can be controlled at any magnetic ﬁeld
B merely by changing the back gate voltage V bg as we have relation
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing showing a typical GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure sub-
strate conﬁguration.
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ν =
h
eB
n (3.1)
where n is electron density, e charge of electron and h is planck constant. However,
back gate has a limited working range, only work well in this certain voltage range.
If the voltage exceeds the voltage range there will be small current leakage from back
gate to quantum well. The result back-gate leakage measurement can be seen at Figure
3.2. In our experiment we use Vbg=5.0 V.
Figure 3.2: The current versus back gate voltage from back gate leakage measurement.
for every RDNMR and RDNER measurement we take the back gate voltage 5 Vwhich
is zero current leakage
3.2 Magneto Resistance Measurement
A standard lock-in technique at low frequency f = 13.4 Hz was used for this experiment.
A sinusoidal excitation voltage was generated by a Wave Front signal generator. The
signal generator was connected to a resistance 500 MΩ. A standard resistance of 100
k is used in series with 500 MΩ to get a constant current on the range 1 nA to 10
nA. The gate voltages were applied to two split gates, center gate and back gate by
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Figure 3.3: Measurement setup for measuring longitudinal resistance Rxx and trans-
verse resistance Rxy versus magnetic ﬁeld B.
an Agilent. We used three diﬀerent lock-in ampliﬁers for measuring Source-Drain,
longitudinal, and Hall voltages.
Measurement of transverse resistance Rxy longitudinal resistance Rxx versus mag-
netic ﬁeld is taken when Vsg=0 V and Vcg=0 V. Measurement setup for measuring
longitudinal resistance Rxx and transverse resistance Rxy versus magnetic ﬁeld B
can bee seen at Figure 3.3. The oscillation Rxx function of magnetic ﬁeld is called
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. Using formula
Rxy =
h
e2ν
=
25.812
ν
kΩ (3.2)
ﬁlling factor 2 can correspond to Rxy = 12.906 kΩ. The experimental result for
magneto resistance measurement can be seen at 3.4. It describe edge state with elec-
tron spin-up and spin-down. Electron density can be determined from measurements
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations.
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Figure 3.4: Longitudinal resistance, Rxx and transverse resistance Rxy versus applied
B ﬁeld. We chose ﬁlling factor ν=2, Rxy=12.9 kΩ to study the RDNMR and RDNER
signal. Electrons in the bulk are arranged to be having two spin channels by setting
ﬁlling factor ν=2, Rxy=12.9 kΩ and Rxx=0 Ω occur at magnetic ﬁeld B=7.35 T
(V sg = 02 V, current Iac=1nA).
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Figure 3.5: Measurement conﬁguration of the NMR experiment.
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3.3 NMR and NER Measurement
In NMR measurement, a six turn coil is wound around the sample. Coil is connect
radio frequency (RF) generator to generate the radio frequency (RF) magnetic ﬁeld
(see Figure 3.5). The RF signal was supplied by an Agilent. The low temperature
NMR measurements presented in this study were carried out on Oxford Triton system.
The sample is top-loaded into Oxford Triton system with temperature around 20 mK.
The unit has a superconducting magnet with capability for generating magnetic ﬁeld
up to 12 Tesla.
Figure 3.6: Measurement conﬁguration of the NER experiment.
For NER basically the measurement setup is almost the same as what we used in
the NMR measurement (see Figure 3.6). However, instead of using RF magnetic ﬁeld,
in NER, the RF voltage was superimposed on split gate through a bias tee to produce
a RF-electric ﬁeld.
In order to induce spin-ﬂip process in the QPC, ﬁrst we should set the ﬁlling factor
in the bulk to νb= 2 so that in the bulk the electrons are having two spin channels. The
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magnetic ﬁeld was set to 7.35 T. Meanwhile, in the QPC channel, we set the electrons
at ﬁlling factor near νQPC = 1, by doing so, we could establish the similar situation
as doing QHE breakdown. A 5 nA source to drain current were applied to induced
Hall electric ﬁeld within QPC and then tilt the Landau subbands. The current were
applied for several minutes until we reached a saturated condition. Since the width
of QPC channel is much smaller compared to bulk, therefore we do not need to apply
very large current. Typical critical current in case of QHE breakdown in bulk is on
the order of a few micro ampere.
Chapter 4
Resistively detected NMR in
Quantum Point Contact
In this chapter, I will present NMR experimental results using originally-fabricated
triple-gate QPC device. I divide the section into two; symmetric and asymmetric
bias experiments. There are two cases for the asymmetric bias experiment, let us call
asymmetric bias1 (Vsg1=-4.0 V and Vsg2=-2.175 V up to -2.575 V) and asymmetric
bias 2 (Vsg1=-2.95 V up to -3.2 and Vsg2=-4.0 V). Both of the cases, I apply the same
center gate voltage Vcg=-0.6 V for all diﬀerent RF powers.
In this study, I use method for polarizing nuclei in QPC through scattering process
of edge-channel electrons. By applying high electrical current from source to drain, the
electron may have transition from spin-up to spin-down or vice versa due to scattering
between the subbands near the QPC. By setting ﬁlling factor 2 in the bulk quantum
Hall regime, we have spin up and spin down dissipation less edge states in the bulk. The
energy splitting between up and down spins becomes gBB. The split gates of the QPC
are tuned to transmit only a single spin population. At certain high current densities,
the quantum Hall eﬀect breaks down, leading two possible forward and backward spin-
ﬂip scatterings. The scatterings are mediated by hyperﬁne interaction. Its occur at
the lowest Landau level. The ﬁrst possible scattering is forward scattering when the
electrons in the forward up-spin channel scatter to the forward down-spin channel,
producing the positive nuclear polarization through the spin ﬂip-ﬂop process. The
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second possible scattering is backward scattering when the electrons in the forward
down-spin channel scatter to the backward up-spin channel, producing the negative
nuclear polarization. After certain time, the system reaches a steady polarization level.
For the ﬁlling factor at QPC less than 1, the transmission of the down-spin channel
does not aﬀect the transport. The transmission of up-spin channel feels an increase in
the barrier potential in the presence of positive nuclear polarization. Oppositely, the
transmission of up-spin channel feels decrease in the barrier potential in the presence
of negative nuclear polarization. The nuclei can be depolarized by an RF magnetic
ﬁeld applied at the Larmor frequency, resulting in resistance change. By sweeping
the RF ﬁeld, the resonance with the polarized nuclear spins leads a resistance dip
for the positive nuclear polarization while a resistance peak for the negative nuclear
polarization.
4.1 Symmetric Split Gate Bias Experiments
In the case of the symmetric bias, I applied to the two split gates same bias volt-
age Vsg1=Vsg2. By applying same bias voltage on split gates, I will have symmetric
potential on the QPC. For example by applying bias voltage Vsg1=Vsg2=-2.3 V on
split gates, the two-dimensional electrons below the split gates is fully depleted and
the narrow symmetric electron channel is formed between the two split gates. The
channel position in this situation is expected to be the center of the two split gates,
that is just below the center gate between two split gates.
Before applying RF magnetic ﬁeld for taking NMR signal, I take the diagonal
resistance Rd versus split gate bias voltage (Vsg) for diﬀerent center gate bias voltage.
I can see from ﬁgure 4.1 that the region below the center gate is fully depleted at
the center gate voltage lower than Vcg=-0.4 V. In this experiment, the NMR signal in
the symmetric bias case was taken at the center gate voltage of Vcg=0 V, where Rd-
Vsg slope becomes the lowest compared with other curve, advantageous for a stable
measurement in resistance change by nuclear resonance.
Figure 4.2 shows NMR signals for various RF powers. NMR signals decrease by
decreasing the RF power. At the power of -25 dBm, the NMR signal becomes around
-400 Ohm, which is the strongest compared with other powers. At the power of -40
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Figure 4.1: Diagonal Resistance for diﬀerent center gate voltage. Electrons in the
QPC are arranged to be having one spin channels by setting ﬁlling factor in the QPC
1(magnetic ﬁeld B=7.35 T, current Iac=5nA).
dBm, the NMR signal starts to disappear.
I color plot the resistance variation Rd with respect to the oﬀ-resonance resistance
at f = 53.39 MHz in ﬁgure 4.3 as a function of frequency and Vsg=Vsg1=Vsg2. It
shows the NMR spectra of the 75As nuclei. The center gate is ﬁxed to Vcg = 0 V.
Figure 4.3 displays resistively-detected NMR dip signal and its variation in the region
of ﬁlling factor less than 1 (QPC ﬁlling factor < 1). The obtained data exhibit the
typical features for the resistively-detected NMR in QPC. For ﬁlling factor at less
than 1, there is no transmission for the down-spin channel. The up-spin channel feels
an increase in the barrier potential of QPC as a result of the presence of positive
nuclear polarization. Here, the positive nuclear polarization is deﬁned as parallel to
the external magnetic ﬁeld. A spin-ﬂip scattering from the forward propagation up-
spin to the forward propagation down-spin produces the positive nuclear polarization
through the spin ﬂip-ﬂop process. The transmission probability of the up spin channel
is then reduced because of the increasing barrier by the positive nuclear polarization.
On sweeping the rf ﬁeld after nuclear polarization reaches a steady state, the nuclear
resonance is appeared as a dip in the resistance.
The NMR signals with RF power of P=-25 dBm has the strongest intensity (Figure
4.3). When lowering the RF power to -30 dBm and -35dBm, the signals become weaker.
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Figure 4.2: NMR signals for diﬀerent power at center gate Voltage Vcg=0 V and split
gate voltage=-2.5 Volt
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Figure 4.3: 2D colormap at four diﬀerent RF power of fAs RDNMR signals at ﬁlling
factor less than 1 at -2.3 ≤ Vsg ≤ 2.8 V,(Vcg=0 V, magnetic ﬁeld B=7.35 T, current
Iac=5nA). The background resistance has been subtracted from the spectrum.
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Figure 4.4: 2D colormap of fAs RDNMR signals at ﬁlling factor less than 1 at -
3.05 ≤ Vsg ≤ -3.5 V,(Vcg=0.2 V, magnetic ﬁeld B=7.35 T, current Iac=5nA). The
background resistance has been subtracted from the spectrum.
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The signals disappear at the power of -40 dBm. At RF power -25 dBm, the dip signal
starts to appear at Vsg=-2.4 V and increases monotonically up to Vsg=-2.6 V. Then,
the dip signal amplitude decreases monotonically from Vsg=-2.6 V to Vsg -2.8 V.
These characteristics can be partially understood by the increasing current density
locally in the constriction. The local nuclear polarization in the QPC is evidenced by
the fact that signal amplitudes and resonance frequency vary with the split gate bias.
Figure 4.5: 2D colormap of 2f RDNMR signals (Symmetric case) at ﬁlling factor less
than 1 and Vcg=0 V.
NMR signals at the center gate voltage of Vcg=0.2 V have more noisy compare
with experiments at Vcg=0 V (Figure 4.5). Nevertheless, the signals for RF power
P=-30 dBm has the stronger intensity. At this RF power, the dip signal amplitude
starts to appear at Vsg=-3.05 V and increases monotonically up to Vsg=3.175 V. 2f
NMR signals were also observed at RF power of P=-30 dBm and Vcg=0 V(Figure 4.5).
The dip signal amplitude starts to appear at Vsg=-2.45 V and increases slowly up to
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Vsg=-2.725 V. The typical value of resistance change is -200 Ohm.
4.2 Asymmetric Split Gate Bias Experiments
4.2.1 Asymmetric Split Gate Bias Experiments at Vsg1=-4.0
Volt
In the case of asymmetric bias, I applied right and left split gates two diﬀerent bias
voltage, Vsg1 and Vsg2. Application of two diﬀerent bias on split gates results in
asymmetric potential in the QPC and shifts electron channel position. For example,
by applying asymmetric bias (Vsg1=-4.0 V and Vsg2=-2.0), electrons below the split
gate 1 is depleted and the electron channel locates close to the split gate 2. Oppositely,
if I apply reversed asymmetric bias (Vsg1=-2.0 V and Vsg2=-4.0 V), electrons below
the split gate 2 is depleted and the electron channel locates close to the split gate 1.
Before applying RF magnetic ﬁeld for taking NMR signals, I take the diagonal
resistance Rd versus split gate bias voltage for diﬀerent center gate bias voltages. I
can see from Figure 4.6 that the center gate is pinch oﬀ the beneath electrons at the
center gate voltage lower than Vcg=-0.8 V. NMR signals in this session were taken at
the center gate voltage of Vcg=-0.6 V for both asymmetric cases. To know the eﬀect
of RF magnetic ﬁeld (oﬀ resonance) to the diagonal resistance, I measure the diagonal
resistance versus split gate bias two, Vsg2, for diﬀerent RF power at Vsg1=-4.0 V and
Vcg=-0.6 V and the results are shown in Figure 4.7. I can conﬁrm that the diagonal
resistance does not change by changing RF power from -25 dBm to -40 dBm.
The resistively-detected NMR signals were obtained at Vsg1=-4.0 V, Vsg2=-2.45
V and Vcg=-0.6 V and RF power dependence is shown in Figure 4.8. The strongest
signal was obtained at RF= -25 dBm, and dip amplitude becomes around -370 Ohm.
At RF= -30 dBm, dip amplitude decreases around -250 Ohm. The dip amplitude
decreases further for the lower RF power (around -200 Ohm at RF= -35 dBm and
around -100 Ohhm at RF= -40 dBm).
The 2D color plot is shown in Figure 4.9. The strongest NMR signals appear at
RF power of -25 dBm. The signal again decreases with decreasing power and becomes
unclear at power of -40 dBm. The signals intensity depend on the voltage applied to
the split gate 2 ,Vsg2. In the case of RF power of -25 dBm the signal starts to appear at
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Figure 4.6: Diagonal Resistance for diﬀerent center gate voltage versus split gate bias
two Vsg2 at Vsg1=-4,0 Volt
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Figure 4.7: Diagonal Resistance for diﬀerent RF power versus split gate bias two Vsg2
at Vsg1=-4.0 V and Vcg=-0.6 V
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Figure 4.8: NMR signals for diﬀerent power at asymmetric split gate bias ,Vsg1=-4.0
V, Vsg2=-2.45 V and Vcg=-0.6 V
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Vsg2 =-2.2 V and almost disappear at Vsg2=-2.55 V. The maximum signal amplitude
is around -500 Ohm. At the power of -30 dBm the signals show the almost same trend
with that of -25dBm. At the power of -35 dBm signal intensity decreases signiﬁcantly
(signal level is around -200 Ohm). On the other hand, the signal appeas in the same
Vsg2 regime; start to appear at Vsg2 =-2.35 V and almost disappear at Vsg2=-2.55 V.
Finally, at the power of -40 dBm, signals become unclear except around Vsg2=-2.37
V. The second fundamental frequency, 2f NMR, signals were also measured for the
asymmetric case 1. The resistance change is within the noise level as shown in Figure
4.10. I can say there is no signal at this case.
Figure 4.9: 2D plot of NMR signals at Vsg1=-4.0 V and Vcg=-0.6 V
4.2.2 Asymmetric Split Gate Bias Experiments at Vsg2=-4.0
Volt
In the second asymmetric case, I applied constant voltage, Vsg2=4.0 V, to the split gate
2 and Vsg1 varied from -2.925 V to -3.2 V. In this condition, two-dimensional electrons
bellow split gate 1 is depleted and the electron channel located close to the split gate 1.
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Figure 4.10: 2D plot of 2f NMR signals at Vsg1=-4.0 V and Vcg=-0.6 V
Again, before applying RF magnetic ﬁeld for taking NMR signal, I take the diagonal
resistance Rd versus Vsg1 for diﬀerent center gate bias voltage where Vsg2=-4.0 V. The
result of diagonal resistance is shown in Figure 4.11, where the center gate voltage is
changed -0.2 , -0.4, -0.6,...,-1.0 V from the left. I choose the center gate voltage of -0.6
V for this NMR measurement.
The NMR signals in the second asymmetric case depend on RF power as shown in
Figure 4.12. Here, Vsg2=-4.0 V, Vsg1=-3.125 V and Vcg=-0.6 V. The signal becomes
the strongest at RF power of -25 dBm and dip amplitude becomes around -270 Ohm.
At RF= -30 dBm, the dip amplitude decreases around -200 Ohm. The smaller RF
power results in the lower signal and, ﬁnally, the signal almost disappears at power
-40 dBm.
The signals intensity again depends on the voltage applied to the split gate 1, Vsg1.
At the power of -25 dBm, the signals appear at Vsg1 =-2.95 V and almost disappear
at Vsg1=-3.2 V. The maximum signal amplitude becomes around -600 Ohm. At the
power of -30 dBm, the maximum signal amplitude is around -200 Ohm and the signals
disappear at Vsg1=-3.05 V. When the power is lower than -35 dBm, the signals becomes
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Figure 4.11: Diagonal Resistance for diﬀerent center gate voltage versus split gate bias
one Vsg1 at Vsg2=-4,0 V
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Figure 4.12: NMR signals versus diﬀerent RF power at asymmetric bias voltage Vsg2=-
4.0 V, Vsg1=-3.125 V, and Vcg=-0.6 V
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very weak and diﬃcult to distinguish from noise.
Figure 4.13: 2D plot NMR signals at Vsg2=-4.0 V and Vcg=-0.6 V
The second fundamental frequency NMR, 2f NMR, was also measured for the
asymmetric case 2 and shown in Figure 4.14. The signals are very weak and under
the noise level. I can say there is no signal at this case.
4.3 Discussion
NMR signals follow selection rules between 4 nuclear-spin levels in the case of 75As
(I = 3/2). The four energy levels are |3/2 >, |1/2 >, | − 1/2 > and | − 3/2 >. The
quadrupole interaction allows transitions with ∆m = ±1 ( |3/2〉 ⇔ |1/2〉 and |−1/2〉 ⇔
|−3/2〉 ), and ∆m = ±2 transition (|3/2〉 ⇔ |−1/2〉 and |−3/2〉 ⇔ |1/2〉) is forbidden
for conventional NMR. Reﬂecting this situation, I do not have 2f resonance signal in
my experiments. The peaks in f resonance NMR spectra could be 3 peaks which is
formed by electric quadrupolar splitting because of strain generated by diﬀerential
thermal contraction between the gate metal and GaAs semiconductor. However, such
splitting did not appear in my experiments. One possible explanation of the missing
quadrupolar splitting is that the channel locates in the area with small strain in this
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Figure 4.14: 2D plot 2f NMR signals at Vsg2=-4.0 V and Vcg=-0.6 V
experiment and the peak splitting is not enough large to see three separate peaks [33].
In summary, I have succeeded to dynamically polarize the nuclear spin in the QPC
sample. The nuclear polarization in the QPC region is supported from the observed
resistively-detected NMR signals and their dependence on the gate voltages conﬁning
the QPC channel. Here, I found only resistively-detected NMR dip signal and the
NMR signal amplitude monotonically increases with RF power.
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Chapter 5
Resistively detected NER in
Quantum Point Contact
In this chapter, I present resistively-detected NER (Nuclear Electric Resonance) ex-
periments using the triple-gate QPC device. I divide the chapter into two sections;
symmetric split gate bias and asymmetric split gate bias experiments. As I did in
NMR experiment (previous chapter), NER signals are detected in both symmetric
and asymmetric gate bias applied to the split gates.
By applying high electrical current from source to drain, longitudinal resistance
increases and, after some duration, it saturates at a certain value. The increased
resistance is due to build up nuclear spin polarization which scatters back the up-spin
electrons. Setting the ﬁlling factor of the bulk to 2 (two spin edge channels) and setting
the ﬁlling factor of QPC to 1 (one spin edge channel) leads the following scattering
process, the electron may have transition from spin-up to spin-down or vice versa due
to scattering around the QPC region. There are two possible diﬀerent scattering in
this case, forward scattering and backward scattering. The forward scattering occur
when electrons in the forward propagating up-spin channel scatter into the forward
propagating down-spin channel, and the backward scattering occur when electrons
in the forward propagating downspin channel scatter into the backward propagating
up-spin channel. Similar to the case of NMR discussed in the previous session, the
forward scattering and accumulation of the positive nuclear spin polarization dominate
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the transport characteristics through the QPC. The properties of NER are determined
by electric quadrupole interactions between the nuclear quadrupole moment and the
electric-ﬁeld gradient (EFG).
5.1 Symmetric Split Gate Bias Experiments
In the case of the symmetric bias experiments, I applied same bias voltage, Vsg1=Vsg2,
on the split gate as I did in the NMR measurement. By applying the same voltage
on the split gate, a narrow electron channel with a symmetric potential is formed in
the QPC. For example, at the case of Vsg1=Vsg2=-2.5 V, two-dimensional electrons
below the split gate is depleted and the narrow electron channel locates between the
two split gate.
Figure 5.1: Electrons in the QPC are arranged to be having one spin channels by
setting ﬁlling factor in the QPC 1(magnetic ﬁeld B=7.35 T, current Iac=5nA).
As NMR measurements in the previous chapter, I take diagonal resistance Rd
versus split gate bias voltage, Vsg, for diﬀerent center gate bias voltages. We can see
from Figure 5.7 that two-dimensional electrons under the center gate is pinched oﬀ
when the center gate voltage is lower than Vcg=-0.4 V. To compare NER and NMR
experimental results with the same parameter, NER signal was taken at the center
gate voltage of Vcg=0 V in this symmetric bias NER experiments.
I also take diagonal resistance Rd versus split gate bias voltage Vsg for diﬀerent RF
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Figure 5.2: Diagonal resistance versus split gate voltage bias for 4 diﬀerent RF power
at center gate voltage Vcg=0
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power (oﬀ resonance). I can see from Figure 5.2 that the resistance does not sensitive
to the RF power applied to the one of the two split gates for NER experiments.
However, a small deviation appears at RF power of -25 dBm.
Figure 5.3: NER signals for diﬀerent power at center gate Volatge Vcg=0 V and split
gate voltage=-2.5 V
The resistively-detected NER signals as a function of RF power are shown in Figure
5.3 for the case of Vsg=Vsg1=Vsg2=-2.5 V and Vcg=-0 V. The strongest signal appears
at RF power of -40 dBm and -30 dBm and the dip amplitude becomes around -
1000 Ohm. With decreasing RF power, dip amplitude decreases around -45 dBm and
The resistance dip almost vanishes at a relatively small RF power of -50 dBm. It is
noteworthy that the NER signal starts to decrease with increasing power higher than
-30 dBm. At -25 dBm, the NER signal shows broad and relatively small amplitude.
The color-scale plot of the NER signals obtained for the symmetric bias experiments
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Figure 5.4: 2D colormap at four diﬀerent RF power of fAs RDNER signals at ﬁlling
factor less than 1 at -2.3 ≤ Vsg ≤ 2.8 V,(Vcg=0 V, magnetic ﬁeld B=7.35 T, current
Iac=5nA). The background resistance has been subtracted from the spectrum
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Figure 5.5: 2D colormap at two diﬀerent RF power of fAs RDNER signals at ﬁlling
factor less than 1 at -2.3 ≤ Vsg ≤ 2.8 V,(Vcg=0 V)
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Figure 5.6: 2f NER signals for diﬀerent power at center gate Volatge Vcg=0 Vand split
gate voltage=-2.45 V
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Figure 5.7: 2D colormap at four diﬀerent RF power of 2fAs RDNER signals at ﬁlling
factor less than 1 at -2.3 ≤ Vsg ≤ 2.8 V,(Vcg=0 V, magnetic ﬁeld B=7.35 T, current
Iac=5nA). The background resistance has been subtracted from the spectrum
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Figure 5.8: 2D color map of NER signals at Vcg=0.1 V. The background resistance
has been subtracted from the spectrum
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with the center gate bias of Vcg=0 V are shown in Figure 5.4(new 5.4, 5.5 in your
original text). The measurements are carried out from VSG = -2.2 V to -2.8 V. In
these ﬁgures, I plot the resistance variation ïRd with respect to the oﬀ-resonance
resistance at f = 53.39 MHz. The dip signals amplitude start to increase at Vsg=-
2.3 V and appear up to Vsg=-2.6 V. This tendency is almost independent of the RF
power. Similar to the results shown in Figure 5.3, the obtained signals show almost
the same amplitude independent of the RF power in the range of -30dBm to -40dBm.
The amplitude decrease at -25dBm. The resistance dip vanishes at a relatively small
RF power of -50 dBm, too. These characteristics are diﬀerent from the RF power
dependence of NMR signals discussed in the previous chapter. The reduction of the
NER signal at a relatively large power of -25 dBm can be partly explained from
temperature increase correlated with the deviation of Rd-Vsg curve.
Figure 5.9: NER signals for diﬀerent power at center gate voltage Vcg=0.2 Vand split
gate voltage=-3.1 V
The 2f NER signals as a function of the RF power were measured and are shown in
Figure 5.6, where Vsg=-2.45V and Vcg=0 V. Applied RF power is -35 dBm. Surpris-
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ingly, the 2f signal amplitude equals to that of the f signal in NER, making a strong
contrast with the characteristics of NMR. The resistance dip of 2f resonance vanishes
at a relatively small RF power of -45 dBm. The color-scale plot of 2f NER signal as a
function of Vsg and frequency is shown in Figure 5.7 for various RF powers. In Figure
5.7, Vcg is kept to 0 V.
Figure 5.10: 2D color map of NER signals for diﬀerent RF power at Vcg=0.2 V. The
background resistance has been subtracted from the spectrum
I also check the NER characteristics for diﬀerent Vcg. Two dimensional color plot
of the NER signals at center gate voltage of Vcg=0.1 V and RF power of P=-30 dBm
is shown in Figure 5.8. The signals start to appear at Vsg=-2.5 V and increase up
to around -900 Ohm. The signals disappear at Vsg=-2.95 V. Although I need further
experiments to clarify a relation between NER signal amplitude and Vcg, the amplitude
of the NER signal here is lower than that of Vcg=0 V.
NER signals at the center gate voltage of Vcg=0.2 V are shown in Figure 5.9 for
diﬀerent RF powers, where Vsg is set to -3.1 V. In this case, the dip amplitude at -25
dBm is around -1000 Ohm. It becomes around -800 Ohm at -30 dBm. At -35 dBm,
the dip amplitude decreases to -400 Ohm. Finally, the signal almost disappears at -40
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Figure 5.11: 2f NER signals for diﬀerent power at center gate voltage Vcg=0.2 Vand
split gate voltage=-3.1 V
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dBm. Two dimensional color plot of NER signals is also shown in Figure 5.10 for the
center gate voltage of Vcg=0.2 V. At RF power of -30 dBm, the signals start to appear
at Vsg=-2.9 V and increase up to around -1000 Ohm at Vsg=-3.1 V. The signals
disappear at Vsg= - 3.125 V. At RF power of -35 dBm, the signals start to appear at
the same point, Vsg=-2.9V, and increase up to around -800 Ohm at Vsg=-3.1 V.
Figure 5.12: 2D color map of 2f NER signals for diﬀerent RF power at Vcg=0.2 V.
The background resistance has been subtracted from the spectrum
NER signals at twice fundamental frequency were also measured for Vcg=0.2 V.
Unfortunately, the obtained data are noisy but I can get clear signal (see Figure 5.12).
The 2f NER at RF power of -30 dBm has the strongest intensity. Lowering the RF
power to -35 dBm and -40 dBm, the signals become weaker. The signals disappear
at -45 dBm. The two dimensional color plots are added in Figure 5.12. At RF power
of -30 dBm, the dip signals amplitude start to appear at Vsg=-2.9 V up to Vsg=-3.1
V. As one can understand from theory of electric quadrupolar interaction (see session
2.5), the clear observation of 2f signal becomes a ﬁrm evidence that the signals are
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caused by RF electric ﬁeld.
5.2 Asymmetric Split Gate Bias Experiments
5.2.1 Asymmetric Split Gate Bias Experiments at Vsg1=-4.0 V
Figure 5.13: Potential around QPC by applying asymmetric bias voltage ( Vsg1=-4.0
V, Vsg2=-2.55 V and Vcg=-0.6 V)
In the case of asymmetric bias, I applied to the two split gate two diﬀerent bias
voltages, Vsg1 and Vsg2, as we did in NMR measurement (see session 4.2). By applying
two diﬀerent bias on the split gate, I can introduce an asymmetric potential in the QPC
channel as shown in Fig. 5.13, shifting electron channel position from the center of the
two split gate (equivalently just under the center gate). For example, by applying bias
voltage of -4.0 V to the split gate 1, Vsg1=-4.0 V, and applying bias voltage of -2.0
V to the split gate 2, Vsg2=-2.0 V, two-dimensional electrons bellow split gate 1 are
fully depleted and the electron channel locates close to the split gate 2. Oppositely, if
we apply bias voltage of -2.0 V on the split gate 1, Vsg1=-2.0 V, and bias voltage of
-4.0 V on the split gate 2, Vsg2=-4.0 V, two-dimensional electrons bellow split gate 2
are fully depleted and the electron channel locates close to the split gate 1.
Before applying RF electric ﬁeld for taking NER signal, I take the diagonal resis-
tance Rd versus bias voltage applied to the split gate 2 for diﬀerent center gate bias
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Figure 5.14: Diagonal Resistance for diﬀerent center gate voltage versus split gate bias
two Vsg2 at Vsg1=-4,0 V
voltage. Vsg1 sets to -4.0 V in this measurement. We can see from Figure 5.14 that
electrons under the center gate is not fully pinched oﬀ even at Vcg=-0.8 V. Additional
measurement indicates full depletion under the center gate at around Vcg=-1.0 V.
Here, NER signal was taken at the center gate voltage of Vcg=-0.6 V for both cases of
asymmetric bias experiments.
The eﬀect of RF electric ﬁeld to the diagonal resistance was also checked again by
applying oﬀ-resonance RF voltage to the split gate 1. In Figure 5.15, resistance versus
Vsg2 at Vsg1=-4.0 V and Vcg=-0.6 V is plotted for diﬀerent RF power. I can see that
the diagonal resistance does not change by changing RF power except very slightly
change at -30 dBm and clear deviation from the original curve at -25dBm.
The NER signal at Vsg1=-4.0 V, Vsg2=-2.45 V and Vcg=-0.6 V depends on RF
power as shown in Figure 5.16. Although it is nosy, the strongest signal with dip
amplitude of around -600 Ohm appears at RF power of -25 dBm. The dip amplitude
becomes around 350 Ohm at -35 and -40 dBm. At -40 dBm, the dip amplitude
decreases around -250 Ohm. The lower RF power results in smaller signal in this
experiment.
The color plots of the NER signal as a function of Vsg2 and frequency of RF
voltage applied to the split gate 1 are shown for various Vcg including Vcg=-0.6 V. In
all experiments, Vsg1 (DC bias) is set to Vsg1=-4.0 V. Figure 5.17 shows NER signals
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Figure 5.15: Diagonal Resistance for diﬀerent RF power versus split gate bias two Vsg2
at Vsg1=-4,0 Vol and Vcg=-0.6 Volt
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Figure 5.16: NER signals for diﬀerent RF power at asymmetric split gate bias, Vsg1=-
4,0 Volt, Vsg2=-2.45 Vand Vcg=-0.6 Volt
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Figure 5.17: 2D plot of NER signals Vsg1=-4 Volt(Vcg=-0.2 Volt, P=-30 dBm
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obtained at Vcg=-0.2 V for -30 dBm. The NER signals start to appear at Vsg2=-3.35
V and reach the maximum dip amplitude at Vsg2=-3.75 Volt. The signals disappear
at Vsg2=-3.7 Volt.
Figure 5.18 shows NER signals obtained at Vcg=-0.4 V for -30 dBm. The NER
signals start to appear at Vsg2=-2.6 V and disappear at Vsg2=-3.0 V. The dip amplitude
becomes around -250 Ohm. Figure 5.19 and 5.20 show color plot for Vcg=-0.6 V and
-0.8 V. In Figure 5.19, I plot the data obtained for various RF power applied to the
split gate 1. I need further experiments to clarify a relation between NER signal
amplitude and Vcg value.
Figure 5.18: 2D plot of NER signals at Vsg1=-4.0 Volt(Vcg=-0.4 Volt, P=-30 dBm
The second fundamental frequency 2f NER signals at asymmetric case 1 is shown
in Figure 5.21. I can see clear signal and the dip amplitude is around -500 Ohm.
The color-scale plot is shown in Figure 5.22. The 2f-NER signals start to appear at
Vsg2=-2.2 V and disappear at Vsg2=-2.45 Volt.
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Figure 5.19: 2D plot of NER signals at Vsg1=-4.0 Volt(Vcg=-0.6 Volt)
Figure 5.20: 2D plot of NER signals at Vsg1=-4.0 Volt(Vcg=-0.8 Volt, P=-30 dBm
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Figure 5.21: 2f NER signals at Vsg1=-4.0 Vand Vcg=-0.6 Volt
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Figure 5.22: 2D plot of 2f NER signals at Vsg1=-4.0 Vand Vcg=-0.6 Volt
5.2.2 Asymmetric Split Gate Bias Experiments at Vsg2=-4.0 V
In the second case of asymmetric bias NER experiments, I applied to the two split
gates two diﬀerent bias voltages, Vsg2=-4.0 V and Vsg1 from -2.925 to -3.2 V. In this
condition, two-dimensional electrons bellow split gate 2 is fully depleted and the narrow
electron channel is located close to the split gate 1. Before applying RF voltage to the
split gate 2 for taking NER signal, I take the diagonal resistance Rd versus Vsg1 for
diﬀerent center gate biases at Vsg2=-4.0 V. The result of diagonal resistance is shown
in Figure 5.24. In the left ﬁgure, Rd resistance was taken at Vcg = 0, -0.2 , -0.4, and
-0.6 V.
The NER signals in the second asymmetric case depend on RF power as shown by
Figure 5.25. Measurements were carried out at Vsg2=-4.0 V, Vsg1=-3.125 V and Vcg=-
0.6 V. The strongest signal appears at RF power of -25 dBm and the dip amplitude
becomes around -400 Ohm. At RF -30 dBm, the dip amplitude is -390 Ohm, almost
the same level. By applying further lower RF powers, the signals become smaller.
Figure 5.26 shows color-scale plot in the asymmetric bias experiment 2. The
strongest RDNER signals appear at RF power of -25 dBm and -30 dBm. The sig-
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Figure 5.23: Potential around QPC by applying asymmetric bias voltage ( Vsg1=-3.15
V, Vsg2=-4.0 V and Vcg=-0.6 V
Figure 5.24: Diagonal Resistance for diﬀerent center gate voltage versus split gate bias
one Vsg1 at Vsg2=-4,0 V
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Figure 5.25: NER signals versus diﬀerent RF power at asymmetric split gate bias
voltage Vsg2=-4.0 V, Vsg1=-3.125 V, and Vcg=-0.6 V
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nals decrease with decreasing power and disappear at power of -50 dBm. The signals
intensity depend on the DC voltage applied to the split gate 1, Vsg1. At power of -25
dBm, the NER signals appear at Vsg1 =-2.925 V and does not completely disappear
even at Vsg1=-3.15 V with the maximum signal amplitude of around -600 Ohm. At
power of -30 dBm, the signals disappear at Vsg1 = -3.125 V with the maximum signal
of around -200 Ohm. At power of -40 dBm, the signal intensity almost disappears.
The channel position in the asymmetric experiment 2 is close to the split gate 1, that
means a bit far from the RF voltage source applied to the split gate 2. I also add
the NER signals obtained at RF power of -45 dBm (see Figure 5.27). The signals are
weaker than those of RF of -40 dBm.
Figure 5.26: 2D plot of NER signals at Vsg2=-4.0 Vfor diﬀerent RF power (Vcg=-0.6
V)
The second fundamental frequency 2f NER signals at asymmetric case 2 is weaker
than those of case 1 as shown in Figure 5.28 and 5.29, but we can still see clear signals.
The 2f NER signals start to appear at Vsg1=-3.0 V and increase slowly until maximum
at Vsg1=-3.15 V.
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Figure 5.27: 2D plot of NER signals at Vsg2=-4.0 V(Vcg=-0,6 V, P=-45 dBm)
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Figure 5.28: 2f NER signals at Vsg2=-4.0 V
Figure 5.29: 2D plot of 2f NER signals at Vsg2=-4.0 V and Vcg=-0.6 V
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5.3 Discussion
The NER signals follow the selection rules between 4 nuclear-spin levels of 75As (I =
3/2) as previously discussed in session 2.5. The nuclear spins such as 75As have four
energy levels, |3/2〉, |1/2〉, |−1/2〉 and |−3/2〉. The quadrupole interaction allows
∆m = ±1 transitions ( |3/2〉 ⇔ |1/2〉 and |−1/2〉 ⇔ |−3/2〉 ), but not (|−1/2〉 ⇔
|+1/2〉)∆m = ±1 transition. On the other hand, ∆m = ±2 transition (|3/2〉 ⇔ |−1/2〉
and |−3/2〉 ⇔ |1/2〉) is also allowed in NER spectrum. As the result of ∆m = ±2
transition, we have 2f resonance signals. The peaks in NER spectra could be two peaks
reﬂecting the strain-induced quadrupolar splitting by diﬀerential thermal contraction
between the gate metal and GaAs semiconductor. However, I did not observe any
splitting in the present experiments. One possible explanation for missing quadrupolar
splitting is that the narrow channel locates in the area with small strain in the present
experiment and the peak splitting is not enough large to see separate peaks [33].
Comparing f-NER and 2f-NER signals, the signal intensity is almost the same for the
asymmetric experiment 1. While, the intensity of 2f-NER signal is much weaker than
that of f-NER for the asymmetric experiment 2. When I compare intensity of f-NER
signals for both cases, I found almost the same intensity. That means, in the case
of 2f-NER signal, I found the stronger signal for asymmetric 1 than asymmetric 2.
The question arises why I have large diﬀerence in the signal intensity here. I want to
answer this question by calculating the RF electric ﬁelds for 2 diﬀerent cases. In my
calculation, I solve two dimensional Poisson equation by putting boundary condition;
non zero voltage at split gate 2 and zero voltage for back-gate, center-gate and split-
gate 1 (see Figure 5.30). I simply assume electron channel as 2 dimensional metal with
length of 400 nm and width of 20 nm, located 130 nm bellow the surface. For the case
of asymmetric 1 and asymmetric 2, the metallic channel locates respectively 600 nm
and 1000 nm from the left. It is noteworthy that this calculation is just approximation
to understand the RF-electric-ﬁeld distribution under existence of metallic gates and
channel. In the reality, the screening by electron channel is not perfect. I will need
further calculations using self-consistent schrodinger poisson equation in the future.
The calculated results of RF electric ﬁeld for asymmetric 1 are given in Figure
5.31. The z-component of electric ﬁeld is the same order with the x-component of
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Figure 5.30: Calculation of RF electric ﬁeld in the presence metallic channel for two
diﬀerent cases.
electric ﬁeld. This is the answer to the question why f-NER and 2f-NER signals have
the same order intensity for asymmetric 1.
The calculated results of RF electric ﬁeld for asymmetric 2 are given in Figure 5.32.
The x-component electric ﬁeld is one order magnitude higher than the z-component
electric ﬁeld. This is the answer to the question why 2f-NER signal intensity is much
weaker than f-NER signal in the case of asymmetric 2. Comparison of x-component
electric ﬁeld for both cases is given in Figure 5.33. I can see that x-component electric
ﬁeld is almost the same order for both cases. This answers why I have the same order
intensity for f-NER signals in both cases.
Finally, comparison of z-component electric ﬁeld in both cases is given in Figure
5.34. The z-component of electric ﬁeld for the asymmetric 1 has one order magnitude
higher than that for the asymmetric 2. This answers why the signal intensity of 2f-NER
for asymmetric 1 is much larger than that for asymmetric 2.
In conclusions, I have succeeded to polarize the nuclear spins in the QPC sample
and polarized nuclear spins can be well manipulated by RF electric ﬁeld (resistively-
detected NER). I found variation of the signal intensity depending on the parameters
of QPC conﬁnement, ﬁlling factor, and RF voltage amplitude applied to the one of the
split gates. The NER signals clearly appear without ﬁlling factor 2/3 domain structure,
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Figure 5.31: Electric ﬁeld comparison between x-component and z- component for
asymmetric 1.
suggesting successful demonstration of NER based on electric quadrupolar coupling
in QPC. Calculation of RF electric ﬁeld distribution by adding metallic channel gives
answer why I can get diﬀerent signal intensity for f and 2f signals depending on the
asymmetric bias situations.
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Figure 5.32: Electric ﬁeld comparison between x-component and z- component for
asymmetric 2.
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Figure 5.33: Electric ﬁeld comparison between x-component for asymmetric 1 and
asymmetric 2.
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Figure 5.34: Electric ﬁeld comparison between z-component for asymmetric 1 and
asymmetric 2.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, I observe resistively-detected NER (RDNER) in a gate-deﬁned QPC
for both symmetric and asymmetric bias experiments. I can clearly see the RDNER
signals in the region where ﬁlling factor becomes less than 1 in the center of the
QPC. The presence of 2f signals by applying the RF voltage to one of the two split
gates conﬁrms successful RDNER caused by external RF electric ﬁeld as we know
that 2f-NMR is very weak. The NER signal is clearer and larger than NMR signal,
suggesting advantage of NER to study nuclear resonance in QPC devices. The NER
signal increases with amplitude of applied RF voltage; however, it saturates and starts
to decrease with further increasing RF power. That means almost constant NER
signal independent of the RF power in a certain range of the input power. Such
behavior is diﬀerent from the observation in RDNMR where signal amplitude increases
monotonically with RF power applied to the coil.
My ﬁnding is diﬀerent from the experimental result reported by Miyamoto et al.
They reported NER based on the domain oscillation and signals appear close to the
ﬁlling factor 2/3. However, the NER reported here is based on electric quadrupolar
coupling and signals appeared in the wide range of ﬁlling factors less than 1. It
is clear from experimental results that electron channel position aﬀects NER signal.
NER signal can be maximized by pushing the electron channel closer to the split
gate where RF voltage is applied. For outlook, it is expected to do similar NER
experiments under electron-depleted condition by using pump-and-probe technique.
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Without electron channel, electric ﬁeld distribution can be more easily assigned and a
relation between electric ﬁeld direction and NER signals becomes clearer. Such future
experiments will further deepen our understanding in NER mechanism.
Appendix
For solving equation we use mathematica with code as given
Figure 6.1: Electric ﬁeld calculation distribution for asymmetric case 1
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Figure 6.2: Electric ﬁeld calculation of left side channel for asymmetric case 1
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Figure 6.3: Electric ﬁeld calculation of right side channel for asymmetric case 1
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Figure 6.4: Electric ﬁeld calculation of top side channel for asymmetric case 1
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Figure 6.5: Electric ﬁeld calculation of down side channel for asymmetric case 1
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Figure 6.6: Electric ﬁeld calculation distribution for asymmetric case 2
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Figure 6.7: Electric ﬁeld calculation of left side channel for asymmetric case 2
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Figure 6.8: Electric ﬁeld calculation of right side channel for asymmetric case 2
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Figure 6.9: Electric ﬁeld calculation of top side channel for asymmetric case 2
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Figure 6.10: Electric ﬁeld calculation of down side channel for asymmetric case 2
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